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- Moose Sign

Upper Left: Moose browse (rough up to 3m)
Right: Moose pellets

Moose Bark Scraping

Photo by David Foster
• **Bear Sign**

Left: Bear claw marks on Beech  
Right: Bear Scat

Photo by Patrick Hackley, *Northern Woodlands*, Winter 2012

• **Woodpecker Sign**

Left: Pileated Woodpecker Holes  
Right: Sapsucker Holes

Photo by David Foster
• Deer Sign

Left: Deer Antler Rub  Center: Deer Pellets  Right: Deer Browse (rough up to 1.8m)

• Beaver Sign

Beaver cut hemlock
- **Porcupine Sign**

Porcupine Bark Scraping

Porcupine scat

Porcupine Browse (hemlock)